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JEREMY COCKRELL

Owner, Hello Digital

Jeremy is the owner of Hello Digital, a web 
strategy and design company dedicated to 
making websites better for all users. Jeremy 
focuses on user-centered design to deliver 
meaningful and engaging experiences. His 
background in marketing began in 1999 
working in both B2B and B2C capacities 
including brands such as Budweiser, Nike, 
AT&T, Microsoft, Smoothie King, State Farm, 
Intel, Sapporo, and SeaWorld, in addition to ag 
clients. He’s a life-long learner and continues 
to take classes in coding. 
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getting started

2 MYTHS and a TRUTH
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getting started

MYTH 1
there is no fold.

your screen is not paper
and 

depending on your screen size, the “fold” 
could be anywhere
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getting started

MYTH 2
mobile first does not mean you start designing 

your mobile view first

It means it should be part of your design process 
and a first consideration for your design
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getting started

TRUTH
responsive design is a given
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complexity in web TODAY

Responsive

SEO Optimization

Content Development

CCPA

ADA

Google Core Vitals
CDN

Analytics
Tag Manager

Wordpress

UTM

Site Builders

Social

Link Management

Forms

CRM

APIsMaps
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content

All of this is in play throughout the site process

01 02 03
design development

04
ongoing publishing
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content

Exploratory User

This is someone that is on your site from 

very general search terms and is 

investigating and not exactly sure what 

they’re looking for. Many times this is related 

to brand search.

Task Driven User

This is someone looking for something very 

specific. They’re looking for details, features 

and most importantly, answers to their 

questions.
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content

ORGANIZATION

MORE THAN KEYWORDS

GIVE USERS A PLACE TO GO

How your information is organized affects the ability to 

meet the needs of users. Google’s #1 goal is to marry 

content with intent - exploratory vs. task driven.

It’s about relevancy and storytelling. You want to keep 

your user on your site and engaged. Content 

development that meets user needs.

Create a flow that guides users to what 

they’re looking for. Go deep when necessary. 
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content

ALL USERS ARE NOT THE SAME
Vary your content presentation to support 

how users want to consume your content.

written audio video functional
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A solid content strategy 
supports your design process, 
improves your development 
cycle and gives you a path to 
be successful with ongoing 
publishing

CONTENT

design

development

ongoing 
publishing
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design

Combining Content and 
Requirements

content

brand

functional 
requirements

cookie consent (CCPA)

color contrast (ADA)

font sizes

semantic markup
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DIAGRAMMING

Creating a visual representation of the content 

organization. This is many times considered in the 

content development process, but necessary in the 

design phase.

design
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WIREFRAMING

Expanding upon your sitemap and defining content 

sections and directional copy.

design
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MAKE IT REAL

Adding all the visual identity to the content structure to 

give it life.

design
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Accessibility in Design

Accessible design is good design. 

Target  WCAG 2.1 - AA

design

contrast ratio

4.5 : 1

semantic markup

h1, followed by h2, followed by h3 and so on

landmarks

distinction between content sections and allows 

you to reset semantic patterns

using text

keeping meaningful information as rendered html 

elements - not image assets
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Accessibility Services

They do provide another layer of accessibility, but they 

bolt-on to your site and don’t fix your inherent coding or 

design issues.

design
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design

TOOLS FOR DESIGN
Vary your content presentation to support 

how users want to consume your content.
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Good design solves problems 
for every segment of the site 
process. 

Most importantly, it provides 
developers a pathway to be 
successful.

design

content

development

ongoing 
publishing
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development

Converting design to html 
and functionality

html/markup

css

javascript

php/ruby/python

databases

git & workflow

hosting

API’s

mapping
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development

ALL DEVELOPERS ARE NOT EQUAL
You need to hire experts that understand

seo & social 
share

semantic 
markup

tab index and 
focus

null 
alt-tags aria usage form 

requirements
analytics and 
cookies

ADA scanning 
tools

site maps schemas
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development

If your content and design 
considered developed, then 
there is less for your 
developers to solve. 

Focus on the coding and allow 
for ongoing publishing to 
support business needs.

content

design

ongoing 
publishing
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Ongoing publishing

YOUR SITE IS NEVER DONE
Ongoing publishing allows you to utilize your site as a tool 

not as brochure-ware. 

And decisions you make can affect ADA Compliance, SEO 

and meeting the needs of your site visitors.

Content, Design and Development give you the roadmap 

to be successful.

Stay on the path and know the rules of the road.

content

brand

color contrast 
(ADA)

font sizes

semantic 
markup

alt-tags


